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W.A.A, Sponsors Annual
"Betty Bates" Contest

By Subscription

Group Drafts Plans
For Student Senate
By KATHY MARSHALL '62

Last spring an Inter-Government Committee was set up by Stu-G and Stu-C to study the
present divided student government at Bates and investigate the possibilities for a united
campus government. (The Inter-Government Committee was also asked to handle matters
of common interest to men and women. The committee, which has been meeting weekly
this year, is composed of the presidents of Stu-G and Stu-C, two members from each
governing body and two members at large. The proposal for this committee was presentAfter studying and discussing
ed to the students last spring at a Chapel assembly.
the possible functions of a student government, and considering carefully the functions student governments at Bates presently undertake, or ought to undertake, the Inter - Government
In chapel on Friday, February 9th, President Phillips gave Committee is approaching the
actual drafting of a constitution.
Candidates for "Betty Bates" include (1. to r.) Louise Mc- a brief talk on his three-month tour abroad. He began by The proposed constitution will
Cabe, Ginny Erskine, Sue Curra, Genie Wise, Debbie Peter- commenting on how well the students had done during the be submitted to Stu-G and Stu-C
first semester, including the College Bowl Team. During for approval and presented to the
son, Arlene Wignall, Margie Lord, and Sue Hermann.
his trip through Asia and Australia, he saw many Bates campus for consideration and
Alumni; he met with Bates Alumni Clubs in Tokyo, Japan, debate.
In the Little Theatre on Friday Five From Mass.
Propose Senate
night at 8:00, the Betty Bates
The other five candidates come and in Hawaii.
much private enterprise, but
The proposed constitution will
Covering approximately 30,000
candidates will be judged in from Massachusetts. Sue Curra is
those countries whose growth is be for a Student Senate with
miles by plane, Dr. and Mrs.
three rounds of activities. In the an English major from Canton. phii]ipS visited Alaska, Japan, very slow have mostly govern- representation by class: two men
first round they will demonstrate A proctor in Mitchell House, she Formosa, Hong Kong, the Phil- ment-controlled businesses. Aus- and two women elected by each
tralia is a good example of the class at an All-Campus Election.
I heir poise in a formal situation. is a member of Stu-G and' ippines, Vietnam, Thailand, Singfirst group of countries, New The incoming Freshmen will
a
re
New
The second round will allow the Inter-Government Committee.! P° Zealand, Australia, Zealand of the second. Australia
elect one man and one woman in
mem to show their athletic abil- Ginny Erskine is an English ma- and Hawaii. "There are two es- lacks people, power, and water; the fall. In addition to the four
sential things to do while visit- she is trying to increase these
ity and coordination in volley- jor from Wellesley and a mem-j,
(Continued on page two)
ing a country," Phillips
three under the guidance of her
ball, basketball, and a sport of ber of the yearbook staff.
| marked. "One must keep his
industrious leader.
iheir choice.
Margie Lord is a psychology | eyes open and talk with people
U.S.
Faces Competition
Announce Judges
major from Bedford. She is pres- from different types of jobs."
The
United States is facing
The final round will include ident of Page Hall, vice-presi- Colleges Broaden Curricula
tough
competition
in the world
President Phillips returned to
answering two questions, one dent of Stu-G, and a cheerlead- Bates with as much faith as everyday because of the increase in
serious and one of a lighter na- er. Louise McCabe of Springfield in the liberal arts system of edu- modern industry throughout the
(ure. Judges for the competition is a math major. She is a proctor cation. Most of the countries that world and because of the workDr. Leonard Raver will preare Miss Walmsley, Miss Nell, in Wilson House and vice-presi- he visited have colleges for ers' willingness in these coun- sent a recital of organ music
Dr. Dillon, Sara Ault, and Kathy dent of WAA. Genie Wise is a specialized training. Many of tries to work for low wages. We with brass ensemble and horn
these are beginning to realize must check inflation, but even soloist in the Bates College ChapMarshall.
history major whose home town
the weaknesses in their intense more important we must lower
Three of this year's Betty is Mel rose. She is a member of specialization; therefore colleges our prices if we are to prevent el, February 21 at 8 p. m. Those
Bates candidates come from Outing Club and head majorette. are broadening their curricula. the flood of low-price imports. joining Dr. Raver are William
Holt '63 and David Quintal '64
"onnecticut. Sue Hermann of Present Fashion Show
One interesting point noted by This flood of imports would in- trumpets, Donald Fredenburg
iouthport is a history major. She
The fashion show will be pre- Phillips during his trip was that crease our unemployment.
'63 horn, and Prudence Grant '65
President Phillips added a few and Eric Nisula '65 trombones.
a proctor in Chase House and sented in between the rounds of businesses in Australia are rather
skeptical about hiring college words about Red China. AlThe program will consist of
fa member of Stu-G. Debbie Pe- competition. While the judges are
graduates. This wary feeling was though tourists are not allowed "Sonata Pian e forte" and "Cancrson is a math major from selecting the two finalists, the prevalent in our country in past
to go into Red China, there are
Vewington. She is a proctor in Merrimanders will entertain the years. Now, however, there is people in Japan and Hong Kong zon Duodecimi" by Giovanni Gabrieli with organ and brass,
5
.ige and a merrimander. Arlene audience. The dorm reps will also an ever-increasing demand for who have lived in Red China. "Toccata in F" by J. S. Bach,
Vignall is also a proctor in Page present a skit, and the volleyball college graduates in the United Although the general
public "Concerto III in G" by Antonio
States.
gives evidence that they do not Soler, "Prelude and Fugue in B
md a junior representative on trophy will be awarded. After
"Eastern culture needs greater
VAA board. She comes from presentation of the two finalists, emphasis in American colleges.," like Mao Tse-tung, he is still Minor" by J. S. Bach.
very powerful in that country. Plays Piece By Dupre
Stratford and is majoring in the girls will vote and choose President Phillips feels. "EastIn conclusion, Phillips said that
The second half of the program
iiology.
Miss Betty Bates for 1962.
ern culture is jlighted in the if Russia's power should be dewill
consist of a number of pieces
colleges while Western culture stroyed, Red China's
power by more modern composers, "De
is stressed in most curricula." would remain.
Profundis" by Gardner Read
Along with the other colleges in
with horn and organ, "Sonnet"
the United States, Bates needs
by James Case, "Essay" by Parks
to increase students' interest in
Grant,
and "Variations on a
Eastern culture. Students should
Noel"
by
Marcel Dupre.
Speaking on the need for Kiernan '63.
consider spending their junior
WELCOME
llnited States cooperation with
Dr.
Raver,
the organist, was
year
in
an
Eastern
college,
sugOn Saturday, January 10, Dr.
Women of the Campus
visiting professor of music at
he Common Market, John Thumm took the novice debate gested Phillips.
Bates last year.
and
trassburger '64 won $40 first squad to Boston College. The af- Living Standards Lower
In
the
field
of
economics,
on
Women of the Administration
rize in the Bates Oratorical firmative team of Morris Lelythe average, the standard of livfontest Monday night
veld '64 - Peter d'Errico '65 lost ing in the Orient is lower than
to the Annual
Second place ($16) went to to Brandeis, Boston College "A", that of the United States. AlC.
BETTY BATES NIGHT
rant Lewis '62 whose topic was and Holy Cross. The negative though this standard of living is
Opening on O.C. Council
fepital punishment. Judy Outten team of Norman Gillespie '64 - increasing in general, it is going
FRIDAY. FEBRUARY 16
for a Junior man. Contact
up at an uneven rate.
8 received third place ($15).
Council member by today.
at 8:00 p.m.
Jso participating in the oratory David Harrison '64 won over
Many of the countries whose
February 14.
at the Little Theater
'ere Marianne Bickford '62, Merrimac, Brandeis, and Stone standards of living are increasFrosh open house. lounge
ing at a rather steady rate have
oward Blum '63, and James Hill.
at 7.

Prexy Reviews East Tour,
Urges Cultural Exchange

Raver Presents
Organ Concert
In Bates Chapel

■ trassburger, First In Oratory;
Jovice Team Debates At Boston

Betty Bates Notice

Notice
o.

10^
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Reviewer Finds Tenor's
Encores Best Of Program
By DAVID A. WILLIAMS "65
You had to wait a long time to
enjoy Charles K. L. Davis. A
tenor of operatic background, he
was the third performer to appear in the Lewiston-Auburn
Community Concert Series. In
his performance last Sunday
night, he had to sing a stifling
group of Classical German pieces
before the relaxed and likable
second half of his program could
begin. But fortunately lor all
concerned, this second half was
enjoyable enough to make the
evening a success as a whole.
The selections sung were too
numerous for all of them to be

Filing For Loan Funds
Has Feb. 15 Deadline
Thursday, February 15th is the
deadline for filing applications
for loan funds to be applied on
the March 15th bill. All candidates should see Dean Boyce
personally before that time. An
extension to the 22nd can be
granted to those men who are
also applying for additional
scholarship or Purinton Fund
aid and who wish to wait for the
results of committee action before determining if there is any
gap to be filled by a loan application.
Thursday, February 15th is the
deadline for filing applications
for any additional scholarship
funds that are available. This applies both to men who are asking for an increase in an award
made for the 1961-62 academic
year and those who have qualified or. the basis of grades
achieved in the winter term.
Notices of awards will be sent
as soon as possible after final
decisions are made.

listed here, but we will consider
a few of the more important
ones. Meine Leibe ixt grun by
Brahms, while probably the best
liked and best sung of this
Classical German group, was
typical in its lack of definite effect, or even abstract beauty.
Encores Were Best
But what a change came after
the intermission. Mr. Davis then
sang a delightful collection of
French and English songs in an
easy and relaxed manner, doing
Le Printemps by Hahn and A
Ballynure Ballad with particular charm and skill. Following,
came two selections from Broadway that were equally well done,
and yet the best was yet to come.
Called back again for three encores, he sang songs that he had
learned as a child in his native
Hawaii. In a style that closely resembled Liberace's he played the
piano and sang these songs in a
simple and beautiful way that
had the audience applauding for
more.
So, while it took some patience
on part of the audience, the evening ended on a high note after
all. Charles Davis has a voice
that still needs a lot of training,
and a program that needs revision, but on the whole he is a fine
performer.

They are teaching theology in
open-air classrooms these days,
according to one of our noteworthy profs.
And what did you do in Hawaii?
"But, he's the best poel to
come out of the south 1" (no
wonder they lost the war).
"This is the one course I manage to keep up with!"
Feet with or without
shoes?
What do adult working young
(Continued from page one)
traditional
executive
officers women wear anyway?
there will be the Presidents of I Next to Goldiness is Shawliness
the Men's and Women's Proctor you wrap a red beard around
your neck;
Councils as ex officio members.
These Proctor Councils will be it shawl your shawl be.
Here comes the Realtor
concerned with dormitories and
habbill
other matters which involve only
How do you learn boxing by
women or only men.
climbing
ropes?
The primary advantage of a
Bernie, where did you bid*
united student government is in
the silver bowl?
the realm of efficiency and effecCongratulations
to Rand 4 —
tive student action. Important
areas of student concern such as you're on Ko-Ko's little list.
Kosher breakfast — Sunthe improvement of campus soday
morning in South.
cial life, the recent study of li17
little
Indians.
brary hours, or the opportunities
Faces speak as surely as
available through the National
Santa Claus lives.
Student Association can be

Group Drafts Plans

handled more effectively by one
Student Senate than by two governments with overlapping interests. The proposal for this new
constitution should be in final
form shortly after the spring vaJEWELER ' "
cation.
The Committee encourages student discussion on this topic
now, in order to have an in- 73 Lisbon St.
Lewiston
formed opinion prevalent when
the issue is put to the student
for his consideration and decision
in the foreseeable future. The
committee members are Carol
FOR
Johnson '64 and David Hosford
'63,
members-at-large;
Susan
Curra '63, Happy Davis '63, and
Kathy Marshall '62, Student Government; and George Stone '63, Members American Gem Society
Grant Lewis '62, and Robin Scofield '62, Student Council.
CASH - CHARGE - BUDGET

HEADQUARTERS
DIAMONDS

ance

U 1

Thursday, 22 February. Connect- pervisor, Minneapolis-Honeywell
icut General Life Insurance Com- Regulator Company, 38 Life
pany. For men, management Street, Brighton 39, Mass.
training for careers in Invest-1 Teachers College, Columbia Uniment Analysis, Personnel, Ad- versity announces fellowship aid
ministration,
Data Processing, available for preparation for edin Africa
Actuarial, Sales and Sales Man- ucational services
agement. For women. Under- (1962-1963). For further informawriting, Actuarial and Technical, tion write Professor Karl W.
Contract Writing,
Secretaries, Bigelow, Executive Officer AfroSelected Opportunities.
Inter- Anglo-American Program, Teachviewers: Mr. William Stanley, ers College, Columbia University, New York 27, New York.
Miss Beatrice Howell.
Mutual Boiler and Machinery Summer Employment
Married couple needed for genInsurance Company. For men,
eral
camp work in summer camp
Sales to Industry. Interviewer,
of ninety girls. Possible position
Mr. J. J. McCormick.
as waterfront and program direcFriday, 23 February. American
tor. Housing supplied, salary on
Friends Service Committee. For
basis of experience. Interviews
men and women, careers and
can be arranged. Write directly
summer opportunities in Social
to Mrs. Gertrude H. Winkler,
Service. Interviewer: Mr. George
Chatham, Mass.
W. Marshfield.
Monday, 19 February- ContinOxford Paper Company. For
ental Grain Company. For men,
men. Management Trainees. Ina General Training Program
terviewer, Mr. Ronald M. Reed.
(merchandising, elevator operaSpringfield - Monarch Insurance tions, transportation or adminCompanies. For men and women,
Accounting, Actuarial, Claims,
Investments, Methods Engineering, Sales, Underwriting. Interviewer, Mr. Harold G. Young.
ALL INTERESTED STUDENTS
By JIM KIERNAN '63
SHOULD SIGN UP IMMEDIATELY AT THE GUIDANCE
Shakespeare's genius in part is
AND PLACEMENT OFFICE.
that he creates characters who
Senior Men Career Opportuni- are so energetically and wonderties.
Minneapolis - Honeywell fully real that they shake our
Regulator Company has open- reality. In the histories there is
ings for Production Coordinators not only a progression of English
at their Brighton Division. Can- Kings, but an introduction to sevdidates should have military eral unique personalities. The
service completed. Write direct- Bard does not present characly to Mr. Edmund M. Murray, terizations on historical figures
Jr., Technical Employment Su- or show a phase of a king's character, and certainly he does not
give the stereotype of the EngCALENDAR
lish King.
Wednesday, February 14
COPE, No. 8 Libby; 4-6 p. m.
I am sure he was never bothVespers, Chapel; 9-10 p.m.
ered by the historical adaptation
Basketball: Bates vs. Clark to his plays or accounts of the
(away)
king's qualities or the "true" hisThursday, February 15
torical account. Shakespeare took
C.A. Bible Study; Women's the name of a king, stretched
Union
neither historical occurrences nor
B.C.O.C. Meeting; Skelton his own creating spirit, but took
Lounge, 6:45-9 p.m.
the qualities dryly attributed to
Friday, February 16
the kings in books, infused them
Betty Bates Night; Little Thea- with a new life, and gave us
ter, 8 p. m.
charactors illuminated with realSaturday, February 17
Track; Bates vs. M.I.T.
Basketball; Bates vs. Brandeis,
8:15 p.m.
Thu.-Fri.-Sat.—
Co-Ed Study, Women's Union;
DR. BLOOD'S COFFIN
7-11 p.m.
Kieron Moore
Hazel Court
Monday, February 19
THE SNAKE WOMAN
Betty Bates Health Week
John McCarthy
Susan Travers

istration). Interviewer: Mr. Jonathan D. Towle.
National Shawmut Bank of Boston. For men, training programs
for Administrative and Banking
divisions. Interviewer: Mr. Henry Mountford.
Tuesday, 20 February. Jordai.
Marsh Company. For men anc!
women, a retail training program. Interviewer: Mr. James I.
White.
Pacific Insurance Company of
New York. For men, on-the-joL
training in production, under
writing, claims and accounting
departments. Interviewer: Mr. R
J. Devenribrf.
Wednesday, 21 February. Raytheon Company. For men, math
chemistry and physics majors
for women, engineering assist
ants. Interviewer: Mr. J. Donald
Loring.
Upjohn Company. For men.
pharmaceutical sales. Interview
(Continued on page four)

Shakespeare's Genius Is Given
Laurence Olivier Interpretation
ity which fulfilled and enriched
the historical conception. Kina
Richard III is as true an account
of that king as any on record.
King Is Center
In the play, Richard is both
center and circumference; he is
the one character with whom we
are most interested. Richard is
the most entertaining and the
most fascinating. With this in
mind, Sir Laurence Olivier's
Richard III is a magnificent
success. That "son of hell," that
"lump of foul deformity," that
"elvish-mark'd, abortive, rooting
hog" is so magnificently evil, so
singular in his corruption, and
Richmond so bland and so right,
so straight and correct that one
can not help to feel that the
"hero" dies on Bosworth Field.
In the histories of Richard
II, Henry V, King John, or
Richard III, Shakespeare's main
object is to present the king. The
(Continued on page three)

Ritz Theatre

Norris - Hoyden
Laundry
Modern Cleaners

Sun.-Mon.-Tues.—

DeWITT
HOTEL
Nearest the College
$1.00 Luncheon and Dinner
Specials ■ 7 Days a Week
DINING
COCKTAIL
ROOM
LOUNGE
Tel. 784-5491

SAM'S ESSO
SERVICENTER
1957 FORD CONVERTIBLE
FOR SALE

Francis of Assissi

Campus Agents

Bradford Dillman
Dolores Hart
FOR THE LOVE OF MIKE
Rex Allen
(Closed Wednesdays)

BILL LERSCH
BILL DAVIS

EMPIRE
TODAY and THURS.

• TIMI*lnqmcr Bergman Is one
of the most peculiarly
gifted and demoniacally
creative movie makers
of modern times. 'Wild
Strawberries' has been
widely acclaimed as his
masterpiece. ..smashingly
beautiful to see."
I I | S|
U|j|| II

INGMAR
BERGMAN »

PRISCILLA
Friday. Saturday, Sunday

"OPERATION
PETTICOAT"
CARY GRANT
TONY CURTIS
JOAN O'BRIEN
— fColor) —
- and -

ROAD SERVICE
RUSSELL & MAIN
Tel. 783-0311

I'HAND IN HAND'
Mat. 2 Eve. 7:30

Adm. $1.00

Starts Friday - Walt Disney's

"PINOCCHIO"

John Gregson
Sybil Thorndike
in
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Bunyan Creator Hopes To
Put Vitality Into Carnival

Chapel Schedule
Friday, February 16
Dr. Farnsworth
Monday, February 19
Deborah
Perkins.
soprano;
Evelyn Breck, cello; Marilyn
Becker, piano

JO 3

THREE

Happy Wanderers Travel,
Sing In N. E. Territory

By NINA JEWELL '65
As we learned last week, the year 1957 saw the birth of the
Deansmen, then known as the Hi-Ho's. However, that natal
Wednesday, February 21
year was rather uneventful for the group. Most of their time
Rev. Frederick Hayes, High was spent rehearsing and getting organized, except for the
Street Congregational Church hours occupied in cutting their first record —a ten-inch
single-sided effort. Only ten copies were made of this early
"masterpiece". These were for private use only.
Movie
(Continued from page two)
whole attention is centered on
the king; nothing moves or is
sustained without him. In that
Sir Laurence Olivier made this
his main concern, the production
is a triumph. He cuts Shakespeare's play apart, pieces it, and
uses as much as decoration, fanfare, and dramatic effect as he
lelieves is necessary to attain
Shakespeare's major purpose.

Dominating a group of local dwarfs, Paul Bunyan ponders
the clime of the land of the eternal frost.
By E. WARD THOMAS '63
A treatise on the recent demise
of Paul Bunyan.
It was obvious to most of those
who attended this year's Winter
Carnival that at least the attempt
had been made to make it somewhat different from the run-ofthe-mill productions put on here
in the past few years. An attempt
was made to capture the spirit
of the thing in its more vivid aspects, hence our collossal friend
in the Eastern Quadrangle, and
the crowning of the Queen outdoors combined with the Ice
Show the same evening.
These events, especially the
former, were largely the outcome
of a new motivational force. The
scoffers are free at this point to
call this merely a watered-down
attempt to emulate the "Big"
Carnival of a noted New England

PECKS
Lewiston
Maine's great
fashion store
where
Bates
students
a I wa ys find
what they want
at prices they
want to pay

By concentrating on Richard,
he has given little or no attention to Shakespeare's minor purposes. The chorus of wailing women, Olivier has completely left
out. In the play this haunts
Richard, contrasting and amplifying Richard's actions. In the
movie Richard is not haunted,
and the trimmings added to the
poem are the only things that
amplify and contrast his action.

school. This is certainly not the
case, in fact it may be said that
these vivid aspects were the outgrowth of a general social reform
movement in the person of none Olivier Successful
other than that Man About CamOne might remark that it is
pus himself, Doug Smith.
not Shakespeare's Richard 111,
Sports Crumpled Hat
but an abortive work by Sir
If this name does not ring a Laurence Olivier using some of
bell for you, try to remember the Shakespeare's speeches. Yes, the
last time you saw that outlandish play is cut, and pieced so much
Marblehead hat (crumpled rain- that it is not the flowing poem
type thing) under which slouched by Shakespeare. But the play
along the only teen-ager on cam- Ricliurd III is modified tastefulpus with that middle-aged ly enough so that Olivier's porspread. That was Doug Smith. tion of the poem flows evenly
His name must strike fear into enough to accomplish successfulthe hearts of the administration, ly Shakespeare's major purpose.
for aside from being an average
student in Dean Zerby's terms, more of the Outing Club than of
Doug has been the prime mover the indoorsey set. To his mind
in the movement to regenerate Carnival should be an active
the social life here at Bates.
thing for everyone. Thus he
He was largely responsible for would like to see the snow sculpthe new vitality found in the turing become part of the tradiChase Hall Dance Committee this tion and it was for this reason too
past year and to him also fell that Doug spent so much time on
the job of pumping some life in- it. I would like to add here that
to Carnival. Doug's aim was to his "Baby", Paul, cost Doug alshow us what could be done with most the whole Christmas vacaa little bit of time and effort in tion, during which time he conthe way of a really large scale structed the framework singleproduction. Paul was the result handed.
and he reflects Doug's thinking
To perpetuate his convictions
to a "T". Doug would like to see
Doug plans a campaign to instruct the men's side of campus
on the construction and feeding
of these monuments and he even
gave this as his ostensible reason
for a planned trip to the "Big"
HOURS
one this weekend where he will
Monday - Tuesday - Thursday take pictures enabling us to see
8;30 - 5:45
how they do it.
Wednesday — 1:30 - 5:45
Much, much more could be
Friday — 8:30 • 8:45
said about Doug. He has plans
Saturday — 7:30 - 5:45
to reform more than we know
Easy to Find: One Block Up
but those will have to wait unCampus Ave. from J.B., then right til, "Marblehead unto Bates doth
down one block from Golder St. remove." Wha . . .?

SMITT Y'S
Barber Shop

ATTENTION. STUDENTS!

Visit Peck's new
self-service
basement
Offering Peck quality
merchandise at bargain
prices every day!
Make Peck's your
thrifty shopping habit.

— MONIER'S TEXACO STATION —
Corner of Main and Russell Streets, offers these specials to you
(1) Lube, $1
(2) Oil and ALL other accessories 10% off
SEE US FOR ALL YOUR CAR PROBLEMS

BOSTON TEA STORE
Food Gifts and Snacks
249 MAIN STREET

LEWISTON

The present members of the Deansmen include: Row 1. 1 to r:
Todd Lloyd, Don Mawhinney, Jim Curtis. Row 2, 1 to r: Al
Doherty, Richard Parker (G.), Dave Rushforth, Sieve Gilbert,
and Jack McPartland.
In the fall of '58, the Deansmen apiece in return for some extra
began to perform off campus singing. The group sang again on
more often than not. They were the first day after the spring vacalled on by various masonic- cation at a community concert
groups, church groups, and gathering in Rumford, Maine.
YMCA meetings. Perhaps the Cut First Legitimate Record
highlight of the year was their
Also, in the spring of 1960, the
performance for the Lewiston first "legitimate" record starring
United Fund Drive. It was then the Deansmen was cut by RCA,
that the Deansmen "rose to great this time for public "consumpheights" — as they climbed up tion." A ten-inch LP, it was coma narrow ladder to the famed prised of 17 songs. Then, too, the
marquee atop Peck's "house of group sang during Ivy weekend
fashions and gadgets." It was a at Thorncrag. This performance
cool, misty evening on those few featured Dick Parker (G.) in
square feet of marquee area. The "You Make Me Sick" from the
audience stood (all the better to cabin roof.
see the group) on the corner of
The Deansmen's calendar was
Main and Lisbon streets across figuratively pregnant with job offrom Peck's.
fers the following year C60-'61).
Even with one microphone the They averaged nearly one enDeansmen found it hard to be gagement per week for the whole
heard above the noise made by year. Their jobs included appearseveral moving vans and trucks ances at more masonic installathat just happened to be passing tions, at the Edward Little Variby. Nevertheless, it was gratify- ety Show, at the Lewiston-Auing to know that they had done burn Auto Show in the Lewiston
their part for the United Fund. Armory (before an audience of
In the main, though, this partic- cars and tractors), Winter Carniular year was a "building" year val at the University of Maine,
for the Deansmen.
and an appearance at a modern
Beginning with the fall of '59, harmony concert at the Universithe Deansmen achieved a few ty of New Hampshire. These last
more "firsts". They sang at three performances were given
IMUR, and for the Back-to-Bates inside of a week's time. The
weekend. They also crossed the year's activity was topped off by
bridge into Auburn, only to be participation in a concert sponpursued (for the first and only sored by the Maine Medical Centime in their career) by auto- ter School of Nursing in Portgraph "hounds". This occurred land.
nt Webster Junior High School.
This past fall, of course, the
Sing At Alumni Meetings
Deansmen put out their second
Then, during Christmas vaca- recording, again with the help
tion, the group convened in of RCA. It is a twelve-inch LP
Gardner, Mass., to rehearse for containing some 22 numbers.
scheduled performances at alum- These records are presently on
ni meetings around New Eng- sale in the college bookstore and
land. The first such meeting took at DeOrsey's Record Shop in
place in the Highway Motel out- Lewiston.
side of Concord, New Hampshire,
It is at this point that we conthe next, in West Springfield, clude this resume of the DeansMass., and the last, in Hartford, men's activities in the New EngConn. And then back to Gardner, land area during the past 3%
Mass., all in one day!!
years. Next week, besides exOn March 19th, 1960, the ploring other aspects of the
Deansmen were invited to sing group as well as some facets of
at the Wheelock College Junior the group's overall personality,
Prom, held in the fourteenth we shall ask the question: What
floor ballroom ("the roof") of the does the future hold in store for
Parker House Hotel in Boston. the Deansmen — besides the disThe evening included dates for integration of the Prince Valithe Deansmen, and two "rounds" ants?
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Editorials
Honour Week
Whereas it is within the province of this column to present
profound observations on Campus Life, and Whereas that
Life has been criticized of late for lacking a certain "je ne
sais quoi d'honneur," we hereby humbly submit with all due
and proper Solemnity a Proposition which we trust will infuse our ailing Campus with Harmony and Light.
Very much on every Bates Woman's mind lately has been
The Honour System. Now, The System has been challenged
by disreputable ne-er-do-wells, and the STUDENT, realizing the imminent Threat to each Bates Woman's life implicit
in such a challenge (for The Honour System is the very
foundation of a Bates Woman's Life Code), would propose to
strengthen The System by having an Honour Week each
year.
Presents Earnest Solution
Honour Week must be devoted to the zealous exhibition of
that one Deed which each Bates Woman feels epitomizes her
best Honour for the previous year. She may choose to display
her prowess in racing madly across campus at full gallop and
thrusting her foreleg in the front door before her Proctor can add her to the evening's Late Cases. Aptly illustrating her deep sense of Personal Responsibility for Social Propriety, she might be awarded up to three gratuitous quality
points for her effort. Another Woman, in a burst of patriotic
fervor, might reveal to everyone's approbation and amazement that she made her bed, not once, but TWICE during one
whole day! And a third, anxious that the sign-out book in
her house be of some value to the rest of the campus, might
type each page on her own Initiative and place the new book
on reserve in the library. But beware the fourth Bates Woman, for she will win the men's votes and walk away with
the Honour Trophy all by Herself. She is the One Whose irreproachable sense of Honour leads Her to point to Honourable deficiencies in others.
Unless a fervent programme of such a Noble Nature is,
commenced forthwith, we fear that Bates Women may turn
to Other Goals, lured toward Dark Horizons by Satan's mere
scutcheon.
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Letters To The Editor
To the Editor:

much the same general results if
asked what we thought they
Recently John Bertram Hali
might have been.
has been cut off from civilization
I am- sure this would have been
by the removal of their telephones. This state of incommuni- the case regarding the first figure
cado was in retribution to an act on that list which called our atof vandalism. We were led to be- tention to the fact that people
lieve that the telephone com- would rather spend their spare
pany could not afford to keep time watching TV than doing
phones in J.B. if destruction of anything else.
their property were permitted.
It is here that I find frightenWe assumed that they removed ing significance. The greater part
the phones in order to show their of-the upperclassmen should be
displeasure.
aware of the social conditions
In the belief that there would which were prevalent in Rome
not be a recurrence of the de- during the decline of the Empire.
struction that caused the removal There, in Rome, was gathered,
of the phones, J.B. sent a repre- before the move to Constantinosentative to Dean Boyce to see ple anyway, the greater part of
what could be done. We were in- the Roman ruling elite. It was in
formed that the telephones had Rome that the work of the gov'jeen taken cut and that there ernment was carried out and
was nothing that the administra- thereby the destinies of many
peoples were directed. But, it
:ion could do.
was also in the Rome of that day
Questions Administration
.
that we find the Circus and the
After several weeks of incon- Emperor's fawning courtiers.
venience, some high authoritative
Circus Is Symbol
post decided that an entire dorm
had learned its lesson and al- The Circus is now a major symlowed the workmen to return bol for the decadance that was
with our phones. In a conversa- Rome in her waning years. And
tion with a representative of the while the Circus, of itself, was
Bell Telephone Company it was not a reason for the fall of the
discovered that the wiring had Empire the social attitudes which
been fixed and nearly reinstalled gave rise to it had a great deal
immediately following the van- to do with said fall.
dalism. He said that they did not
Now to ask what the Roman
finish the job because a member Circus has to do with modern
of the Bates administration had physical fitness, while perhaps
given them the order to keep the eliciting a commentary on the
phones out. The workman training methods of the gladiaseemed to wonder why they did tors would not be particularly
not want them to finish the job relevant to our discussion. In
since it was so near completion. which case I would ask: What
Assuming that Bell's represen- does the Roman Circus and its
tative related the story correct- status as a symbol of decadence
ly, then it was a deliberate act and of man's inhumanity to man,
of the administration that had have to do with our present
our telephones taken out. If this propensity to consume vast
is the case, then the administra- amounts of scintillating images
tion should have made the fact from the screens of our one-eyed
very clear to our representative. gods?
If the punishment was to show us Draws Parallel
that we must be responsible for
I would answer first by drawour actions, then I think it would ing a parallel between the Cirhave been more effective if the cus where every citizen, even
administration had been respon- those of the meanest class, was
sible for its action.
welcome to come and lose himJonathan Ford '64 self in the spectacle of orgiastic
slaughter of various unwanted
minority groups, and our modto the editor:
ern equivalent, the Television
i am a sign on a table in com- set. Modern science has afforded
mons, my name is "reserved." i us the miracle of a Roman Circus in every home. That it is easam reserved for grown ups and
older folks, someone once told ily as popular with all classes of
me that bates was a school that people is testified to by the above
statistics. Granted that there is
encouraged student teacher rela"Good Entertainment" available
tionships, if it is, why cant they
sit together in commons? p.s. through Television and that at
having only four corners to type its worst it cannot compare, not
quite anyway, with the spectacle
with, made it hard enough withof our fellow men being disout capitals.
membered and disemboweled in
various and sundry fashions.
To the Editor:
Our collective addiction to it,
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ingston '63, Eric Nisula '65, James Fine '65, Marty Stiles '65, Pamela
heard in chapel given by Dr.
Ball '64.
Dillon was for most of us quite
SPORTS STAFF
amusing as part of it, I am sure,
Alan Marden, Editor, James Hall '63, Assistant, Leslie Nute '63, was intended to be. The actual
Philip Tamis '63, Dick Love '63, Al Williams '64, Don Blumen- weight which the speech was
thal "64, Ted Smith '63, Andy Wit '63, Stuart Field '64, Russ Hen- given by most of us was, howderson '65, Butch Sampson '63, Web Harrison '63, Ed Rucci '63.
ever, probably quite light. I must
agree with many of the dissentBUSINESS STAFF
Richard Evans, Manager, Steve Barron '64, Advertising, Carol ers in feeling that perhaps phyWilliams '62, Circulation, Sara Bernard '62, Betty Little '63.
sical education or activity is not
really an important end in itPHOTOGRAPHY STAFF
self, and if this was the sole inPeter Reich, Staff Photographer, Scott Wilkens '64, John Peabody tent of the speech then I find
'64, Gale Kigel '64.
myself at odds with the author.
Faculty Advisor
The statistics offered by Dr.
Dr. George R Healy
Dillon in support of her thesis
were not too surprising for most
Published weekly at Chase Hall, Bates College, during the college year. Tel.
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however, would seem to bode us
no good. Cannot we find in our
modern society many such examples which would lead us in
their analysis to the conclusion
that decadence and, if you like,
sedentary decadence (we no
longer have to walk to the circus) is creeping into our society?
It would appear that this is one
more illustration of a thing
which man accepts as real because of the events he observes
in history. What is it? The failure is the continuing one of not
improving the conditions of his
socio - psychological environment
so that the same social ills found
two thousand years ago are prevalent today. The thing which we

accept is our seeming inability to
improve this situation. If, as
Christian ethics might have it,
that man's goal is perfection,
then we must have it!
Sincerely,
E. Ward Thomas. Jr., '63
To the Editor:
The Jan. 11 performance of
Michael Rabin left the author
with mixed feelings of pleasure
and pathos: one for a musical
evening, the other for a falling
artist, squeezing out his art with
a mediocre accompanist, in front
of a bucolic audience, and upon
a violin which had sung its best
ten years previous.
The artist commenced the program with a poignant rendition
of the Romance in F by Beethoven. Although somewhat hampered by intonation problems at
the beginning, this selection
proved to be the most sensitively performed of the evening.
Faure's Sonata in A was then acceptably interpreted by Mr. Rabin as he managed to imply the
depths of beauty present in the
piece. The audience, incidentally,
found it appropriate to applaud
between movements during this
piece.
Appeal Ends
With these two pieces the audience appeal ended, obscurity
and triteness ruling the remainder of the program: Poeme by
Chausson — an esoteric, French
romantic work; Nocturne in CSharp Minor by Chopin-Milstein
— an incongruous adaptation of
one of Chopin's piano works;
Banjo and Fiddle — for the kiddies; Nigun, by Bloch — a stirring joyful tribute to Jewish culture; and lastly, Spanish Dance
by Sarastre — a fast repetitive
work designed to expose Mr.
Rabin's somewhat depleted technique.
Encore Coerced
Mr. Rabin was then coerced by
the audience's applause to appear
on stage again with an encore.
He performed Kreisler's Caprice
Viennois, a singing, gypsy-like
piece with much lyrical beauty.
Plainly fatigued at this point, the
artist played with obvious effort
rather than passive tenseness.
The next encore piece, Waltz,
by Britton, inspired one cultivated listener to pipe up the obvious: "This is a waltz?" The audience failed to recall Mr. Rabin
a third time.
A prodigy at fifteen, Michael
Rabin has, unfortunately failed
to grow as an artist in the past
ten years. He has neither the
brilliance nor the depth of reflection to rank among the
world's greatest violinists. He
was indeed ill-fated to have
reached his zenith at such an
early age and to have only a slow
descent in view for the remainder of his career.
Eric Nisula '65

Guidance
(Continued from page one)
er: Mr. William A. O'Connell.
Radcliffe College announces its
twenty-seventh season of Summer Secretarial School. Offered
are, E-Z Alphabetic Shorthand
Simplified; Typewriting; Transcription; Office Machines; Secretarial Practice. Apply to The Appointment Bureau, Radcliffe College, Cambridge 28, Mass.
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Garnet Quintet Skid To 4-14 Record
—j [Injuries, Lack Of Hustle, Height
The Garnet Line Account For Losses; Beal Stars
By AL MARDEN

Wednesday evening at Alumni Gym the Colby Mules clinched at least a tie for the
State Series basketball crown with a 70-59 victory over the Bates Bobcats. The Bates
Intramural basketball players are now paying in order quintet was severely weakened by the loss of Thorn Freeman and Bob Zering. Freeman,
one of the 'Cats' leading scorers, was injured at Springfield. Zering, a regular reserve,
that they might play hoopball. That they should willingly
was sidelined with an injury at practice and was unavailable for action. The victory for
pay for the privilege of playing is significant. Last week a Colby gave them a season's record of 11-9 while the Cats' record dropped to 4-11.
jad of laundry was delivered to the Equipment Manager.
The game started off evenly
and at the three and a half
As the Equipment Manager had gone home for the day the
minute mark the score was
aundry was left outside of the Equipment Room. Ninety-four
Colby 9 Bates 6. Capt. Pete
Fisk had sparked Bates to
dollars worth of athletic department shirts, shorts,
this point. The play by Colsocks, towels, etc., was in the basket. Upstairs intramural acby was sloppy but Bates was
■ion was fast and furious. The stage is set! The next mornunable to capitalize on any
of
the opportunities.
ing the basket was empty — gone was ninety-four dollars
Colby,
sparked by Bill Waldyworth of athletic equipment. Gone was the trust the laundry
er and leading scorer Ken Stone,
deliverer had placed in Bates College students. Presumably jumped to a 16-8 lead and the
became they were the only ones in the building, the intra- 'Cats called a time out with 7:45
mural players of that evening were responsible for the dis- showing on the clock. The Bobcats
fought
back
gamely.
appearance of the equipment.
Sparked by Fisk, Pete Glanz and
The Athletic Department budget is not so abundant that
it can afford to give away ninety-four dollars and thus the
edict went out. Return the equipment or the money will
come out of the intramural budget! Taking the money out
of the intramural budget would necessitate the elimination
of pay for referees and presumably would therefore eliminate referees entirely. Referees, whether good or bad, are
a necessity in basketball. Doctor Lux's intent was not to eliminate intramurals; he simply has a budget he must keep within and thus this deficit had to be replaced, and as the thieves
were not men enough to return the equipment when they
saw the consequences, he had no choice.
Doctor Lux realizes the values of intramural athletics and
thus is permitting the leagues to continue. He can not afford
to pay the referees, and thus each player must chip in to pay
the ref. Wear the stolen equipment with pride, your classmates are paying for it.
Thirty dollars worth of equipment was returned. As more
is returned more money will be returned to the intramural
budget. Doctor Lux is planning on reimbursing those teams
that have had to pay for refs, and they all are now, if all the
equipment is returned. You can't be much fairer than that.
A word of warning for those who may be concerned: those
who are paying dimes and quarters for a ref will remember
who owes them this money when they see athletic department equipment being worn around campus. Have your
wallet open, your conscience can't hide forever, and neither
can it be bought.
STERLING PATTERNS

la
Towle — Gotham — Lunt
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SPRING FOOTBALL
Thar* will be a short but
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day at 5:30 p.m. in the gym
for all men who expect to bo
candidates for football next

SO Lisbon Street

Dial 784-5241

fall. (Spring

football

prerequisite

to

candidacy.)

your

is

a
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Carl Rapp, the Peckmen cut the
Colby lead to 27-24 with five
minutes to go in the half. Bates,
at this point, turned cold. Dennis Kenne and Capt. Dave Thaxter, along with Stone scored at
will and just about put the game
out of the reach of the undermanned Bates team. The score
at half time was Colby 41. Bates
28.
Colby, taking full advantage
of the 13 point lead, coasted in
the second half but with Fisk,
Glanz, and Rapp again sparking,
the 'Cats cut the Mules' lead to
44-37. At this point, Colby settled down to work and pulled
away again.
About Time!
Coach Peck inserted two infrequently used substitutes, Mike
True and Bill Gardner. These
boys seemed to instill new life
into the 'Cats. With help from
Paul Castolene they trimmed the
Colby advantage to 56-48. This
was Bates' last try for victory. It
was the old story of "too little
too late." Colby went on to a
comparative easy win.
A general observation of Bates'
play was that it seemed to vaculate a great deal. The good
stretches were adequate. The
bad stretches were horrible;
sloppy play and disorganization
seemed to be the key words.
Colby's play was not much better but a superior percentage
from the floor gave them a big
advantage in the score.
The leading scorers for the
evening were Stone and Kinne
for Colby with 18 each. For
Bates, Rapp (18), Glanz (15) and
Fisk (10) were the big guns.
There were two added features at the game. The Bates
Alumni Club of Lewiston and
Auburn was on hand after enjoying a fine meal at the Men's

JEAN'S
Modern Shoe Repair

CHVOLWAqOHm

— ~ »v D[T"e '" Restaurant -

-/

L

—

ZimlWriMSabalUMSL
Ooen Daily 11:00 A.M. to 2:00 A.M.

SHOES REPAIRED
WHILE YOU WAIT
RESTYLE
LADIES'
SHOES
with New Slim Heels
Zippers Repaired & Renewed
Park & Main Sta.

784-7621

Paul Castolene hoops two despite the attempts of Colby's
Dennis Kinne, while Ken Stone (15), Carl Rapp and Dave
Thaxter get in position for a possible rebound.
Commons. Too bad the game
Wasn't as fine.
Well Donel
The second attraction was the
stimulating banjo playing of
Freddy Jack, Assistant Director
of Admissions. Mr. Jack arrived,
banjo in hand, to perform with
the group at the east end of the

game,
4-12
Last Friday night the Bobcat
hoopsters fell victim to a tall
Wesleyan team in Middletown,
Conn. Bob Davenport, the Wesleyan center was just too big for
the 'Cat defenses to contain as he
poured 23 points through the
hoops. Hitting on hooks, jumpers and tap-ins, Davenport was
the dominant factor in the game.
Thorn Freeman, playing with a
sprained ankle suffered in last
week's game with Springfield,
was the standout player in the
'Cats' losing bid. The 'Cats were
always in the game but could
never bring themselves up to
within less than four points.
Midway in the first period
with the Bobcats down by
ten. Coach Peck substituted
sophomore guard Ted Beal
into the lineup. Afier missing his first shot Ted con*
nected on two pretty jumpers to bring the 'Cats back
into the ballgame. It was at
this point that Pete Glanz
picked up his third personal
foul and had to be benched
for later use.
Bates used a half-court press
in the first half and was successful in stealing a number of
Wesleyan passes but seemed to
never steal one at a crucial
point.
In the second half, Wesleyan
met with more success in overcoming the 'Cat press. Davenport
We enjoy Students . . . We

cater to Students . . . We
carry what the Students like
Shop TONY FOURNIER'S
MEN'S SHOP
136 Lisbon St.. Lewiston

hit forward Woody Von Sedinick
with a couple of passes for easy
layups to increase the lead. Midway through the second period
Pete Glanz fouled out and the
'Cats lost a great deal of their
board strength, During thus period Carl Rapp pulled down many
important rebounds for Bates.
The 'Cats could never catch up
though and Wesleyan emerged
the victor and the 'Cats received
another loss to make their record 4-12. Big gun for Wesleyan
was Davenport with 23. Thorn
Freeman had 20 for the 'Cats, followed by Captain Peter Fisk
with 11.
4-13
Saturday night Bates invaded
Beantown to play a rough-tough
Northeastern University team.
The Bobcats were able to stay
with them during the first half
but the Huskie press broke the
game open in the second half
and Northeastern won going
away 72-43.
Mike True, starting for the
first time, was the star of the
first half. The scrappy guard hit
for 8 points, pulled down 6 rebounds and tied the Huskie big
men up numerous times to keep
the 'Cats in contention. In this
stanza many fouls were committed but only two of them were
called, both against Bates.
The second half opened with
Bates down by six, 28-22. Northeastern got the first basket and
applied a zone press. Their
guards, Solberg and Malvey, executed numerous steals and with
less than five minutes gone the
score was 38-22 in favor of the
Huskies. From here on in things
got even rougher under the
boards and the weight of Northeastern's twins, Fred and Fran
Ryan, told as the Huskies started to walk away with the game.
Only after the score was 62-31 in
favor of Northeastern did they
withdraw their press:
Both Thorn Freeman and Pete
Glanz had off nights as they hit
(Continued on page six)
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Cindermen Wallop Polar Bears, Mako, Lanz Lead Kittens
Two Cage, Meet Records Fall To Win Over Baby Mules
By WEB HARRISON
Overwhelming team depth plus
great running strength brought
home the track "bacon" once
again for Walt Slovenski's high
riding thinclads. In posting this
77 1/3 - 44 2/3 victory the Bobcafe looked more like Tigers as
they ripped into the Polar Bears,
allowing them only three first
places in fourteen events. The
three events were all Won by the
same fellow, Bruce Frost, who
broke a Bowdoin cage record
with his toss of 56' 4 1/4" in the
35 lb. weight event. He next
threw the shot 49' 6 3/4" for a
meet record, and then ended up
his day with a flip of the discus
which sent another cage record
tumbling down.
Curtiss Vaults
From there on in however it
.was all Bites. Reid James started
the ball rolling winning the mile
in 4:39.6, finishing well ahead of
Mike Gregus and Joel Young
who completed the Bates sweep
of this event. Next came Paul
Williams who turned on the gas
at about the thirty yard mark to
win the dash easily; he once

again won the broad jump and I Bowditch "flew" over 6 feet to
ran on the winning relay team. | win the high jump.
Freshman Bob Kramer did a fine
The relay team of Wiljob in winning the Pole Vault
liams, Ford, Riviezzo and
but the surprise of this event was
Boone looked like a precision
the third place finisher. John
machine, coming home the
Curtiss, who has not vaulted
winners in 3:28.9.
since his high school days of long
Next week there is a home
ago.
The 600, a tremendously gruel- meet against the boys from
ing race, saw Pete Schuyler blaze M.I.T. and on February 24 we
home the victor in the fine time will be entertaining the Black
of 1:14.2. The high hurdles saw Bears from Orono.
our one-two hurdling punch in
action. Bill Lavalle edged Al
Harvie in a close dash to the
tape. "The Finner" loped around
the track, looking like he was
born running and was an easy
winner in a new meet record of
10:00.

Basketball
(Continued from page five)

for only 4 and 1 point respectively. Pete Fisk also had an off
night from the floor, scoring only
4 points. Mike True and Carl
Larry Boston was so far out Rapp shared the scoring honors
in front that it seemed like he for the 'Cats with 11 points each.
was left over from the previous
The 'Cats' next home game
race as he won the thousand in will be against Brandeis Univer2:17.2. There was quite a duel for sity Saturday evening. The Bates
second place which saw Pete Jayvees will entertain Gorharr,
Graves stand off a determined State Teachers JV's the same
"Bowdie" effort. The low hurdles evening. The JV game begins at
were swept by LaValle, Harvie, 6:15, the varsity at 8:15. Maybe
and Palmer in that order; win- it should be the- other way
ning time was 5.6 seconds. Tom around!

The David-like Leaheymen drew back their slings an
felled another Goliath as they downed the Colby yearling
67-49 a week ago in Alumni Gymnasium. A large crov.
watched the hustling Kittens boost their record to nine wtnJ
and two losses as they outran a tall and talented contingen ' ,1.
from Waterville. The eighteen point shellacking was on
the second loss for the Baby Mules and it stung.
Bob Lanz and Doug Macko
provided much of the power
in the Garnet sling as they
ripped the cords for 16 points
apiece. Lanz, the rugged
playmaker, squirmed his
way for four driving hoops
and hit 8 of 11 from the line.
Macko, the hustling forward, also notched four
from the floor and 8 of 9 from
the charily line.

t

er, Don Delmore, Dick Sayh
Gene Safir, and Walt Lasher alsj
saw action against the Coll
L
frosh.
feat
The Kittens were playing witti
out center Eric "The Stuffe n t
Nisula who suffered a bad Ca
sprained ankle in a practice sei fepn
oed
sion.
unii
High scorers for Colby wei roo
Jeff Griffith and Bob Bynv thli
with 12 and 11 points respectivi his
Carl "Ingemar"
Johannesen ,
played another of his outstanding ly' Althou8h the Colby playe^ff
were, on the average, bigger th;m -|rg
games in the forecourt. "Ingo"
was a bear off the boards as he the Bobkittens, the Bates lead .-hi
was never seriously threatened lall,
repeatedly cleared the boards
At the half time break, Bates w;is
n<
and passed up court to the fast
ahead by 7 points and when the
breaking Lanz and Ted KrzynoJo
final buzzer sounded, the Kittei.s
wek. Other outstanding players
t^'on
were the victors by an impressh t
for Bates were Dave Heckman,
per
18 point margin.
who put in 12 points, Krzynowek
ng
The Jayvees have only four tut
with 10 points, and Seth Cummings 6. Bob Spear, Chuck Lash- remaining games this season. ten
Saturday they will meet Gorham Ul.
State Teachers College Jayvees
in the Alumni Gymnasium. Th
following Saturday, Bates will
travel to Bowdoin to play
freshman team which they defeated by 1 point at the beginning of the season. Bowdoin is
big and strong and expected to
have improved greatly.
The Colby frosh will have a
chance for revenge on Februarj
24, this time at Waterville. February 27 the University of Main<
freshmen will be here to close
up the Kitten schedule. This talented Maine team defeated Batef
earlier in the season, and will be
the toughest team the Kittens
have yet to face.
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Our Experienced Trust
Department will be glad
to work with you and
your attorney on the financial and trust aspects
of the educational gift
you have in mind.

"Tareyton's Dual Filter in duas partes divisa est!"
says Sextus (Crazy Legs,) Cato, Bacchus Cup winner.
"There are lots of filter cigarettes around," says Crazy Legs,
"but e pluribus unum stands out-Dual Filter Tareyton. For
the best taste of the best tobaccos, try Tareyton-one filter
cigarette that really delivers de gustibus!"
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Many a businessman is
discovering these days —
to his pleasant surprise
— that a gift to his Alma
Mater can bring definite
future tax advantages to
his wife and family.
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